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WOOD EXPERIENCE



“Miraggio is everything that is thought to be true within our illusions,

it’s a distant world that feeds on our imagination ...

and for this reason, it is tempting to our eyes.”



MIRAGGIO  /Sharing for innovation

Pininfarina is a design house of international repute,
a symbol of Italian style in the world. Corà has been
culture and passion for wood for over 100 years.
The two companies share a history of innovation,
excellence and Italian Style.

Sharing
for innovation

Above all, Pininfarina and Corà share the aim of 
developing a complete range of technologically cutting-
edge products for interiors, offering a people-friendly 
living experience. 
The Miraggio Collection is the first step in this direction: 
creating spaces of well-being.
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MIRAGGIO  /Rethinking the home concept

Home has gained a new role, increasingly central to
everyday life; it is a multifunctional space, where you can 
spend most of the day, working, studying and enjoying 
your free time, plus a performing place, designed to 
ensure your proper mental and physical well-being. 

Rethinking
the home concept

In this context, Miraggio aims to give further importance
to our homes, seeing them as a retreat of calm in the 
middle of a fast-paced society: a place to recover yourself,
to feel as comfortable as possible, and to reconnect with 
nature. 
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MIRAGGIO  /Designing places to wonder

Miraggio is inspired by natural ornaments that just like
a “mirage” could be seen differently: like a water surface,
with the sparkling cutlines of the wooden floor,
or as warm and soft sand, with a gentle pattern

Designing
places to wonder

created by the wind. 
This nature-inspired wooden floor design creates a 
relaxing sensation, aimed to reduce stress by mimicking 
the feeling of being immersed in nature.
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The decorative textures of Miraggio 
fit both floor and wall surfaces with 
sinuous elegance and a continuous 
effect, that makes you dip into
a natural dimension and creates 
relaxing atmospheres, which give
you peace and well-being.

Thanks to its design and material 
versatility, the collection signed
by Pininfarina is meant to embellish
a wide range of prestigious residential 
and contract environments – 
executive offices, boutique hotels, 
yachts.

Creating natural
landscapes

MIRAGGIO  /Creating natural landscapes
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MIRAGGIO  /Reconnecting with nature

Reconnecting 
with nature

Flooring is an important design 
element that improves the quality of 
interior spaces and enhances your 
well-being.
As nothing may ever replace wood, 
nothing can substitute the feeling
of walking over the warm and smooth 
Miraggio wooden floor. 

The collection is designed to be safely 
walked barefoot thanks to the special 
High Care Paint, a silver ion particle 
treatment that creates a natural 
and lasting barrier against hygiene 
enemies.
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MIRAGGIO  /Blurring the borders

The idea behind Miraggio was to create a continuous 
flooring blurring the borders between the exterior and 
interior spaces, thus uniting them into a unique design.
This is possible thanks to the “contamination” of the 

Blurring
the borders

wooden surface with ceramic elements that perfectly fit 
the outdoor use. The new Collection also allows creation 
of interesting patterns, zoning different areas thanks to the 
limitless combinations of wooden essences and ceramic 
finishes. 





A distinctive element of Miraggio
is the innovative union between the
wooden surface and the stoneware 
one, made possible by a tech-
nical-constructive solution that 
eliminates any difference in thickness 
between the two materials.

The noble wood layer and the thin 
ceramic slab are glued on the same
type of support: thanks to this 
constructive detail the installer can
lay the stoneware modules with the
same joint as the wooden modules,
with no tile grout lines, to get a unique 
experience with both visual and tactile 
perceptions.

Innovating
the floor

MIRAGGIO  /Innovating the floor
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Marco Polo

Rovere_Genesi

Musk
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Wood colours
and finishes

MIRAGGIO  /Wood colours and finishes
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wood
GARANT collection
GENESI European OAK
fashion grade
brushed

wood
GARANT collection
MUSK European Oak
standard grade
brushed

wood
GARANT collection
MARCO POLO European Oak
casual grade
brushed

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
PIETRA DI SAVOIA
Perla Bocciardata

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
Nero Greco Lucidato

stoneware
FOKOS collection
Rena

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
Emperador Extra Bocciardato

wood
GARANT collection
MARACUJA European Oak
fashion grade
brushed

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
Noir Desir Lucidato

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
Arabescato Lucidato

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
PIETRA DI SAVOIA
Antracite Bocciardata

Stoneware
textures
and
matches

stoneware
I NATURALI collection
PIETRA DI SAVOIA
Grigia Bocciardata
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th15
150
x
700
mm

th15
150
x
1400
mm

th15
150
x
1000
mm

Miraggio is an Italian tailor-made 
wooden floor. Expert hands shape the 
curves that characterize the planks, 
through patient work and cutting-edge 
mechanical supports, to obtain top 
precision and processing. 

The collection is meant to fit design 
customization: based on personal 
style and type of project, our 
customer can choose the finish,
the tone variation, the rythm between 
wood and stoneware,
the geometry of the laying design.

Customizing
the interiors

MIRAGGIO  /Customizing the interiors
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“Miraggio” Pininfarina design
made by Corà
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